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ONG WITH THESE  
    SHOWBIZ LEGENDS?

THE 63-year-old Three’s Company 

star-turned-alternative health 

guru appears to have chosen more 

traditional means to enhance her 

lips – but she may have overdone 

it!

“Suzanne’s lips look like a pair 

of ballpark franks,” says plastic 

surgeon Dr. Anthony Youn, a 

regular guest on the Rachael Ray 

Show. “It appears that she’s had 

them plumped up, likely with fat 

taken from her thighs or stomach.”

New York plastic surgeon Dr. 

Steven Pearlman adds, “Her lips 

do appear large for a woman of 

her age. This can be achieved with 

fi ller.

“But at least the lower lip is 

larger than the upper, which is 

aesthetically correct.”

Suzanne Somers’
strange 
TROUT POUT

Pat Boone, 76, needs skin doc
CLEAN living hasn’t seemed to slow the aging process of the 76-year-old 

singer, an outspoken born-again Christian.

Dermatologist Dr. Kenneth Beer says Boone’s spotty, wrinkled skin 

needs to be born again, too! “He has signifi cant sun damage as evidenced 

by the blotchy brown and red spots,” notes the Palm 

Beach, Fla.- based doc who owns Scientifi cSkin.com. 

“Some of these spots need to be treated with liquid 

nitrogen or photodynamic therapy.

“There are also many areas of his face that have 

creases from loss of facial volume, so he would 

benefi t from fi ller injections. 

“If I were treating him, I’d resurface his skin with 

laser or intense pulsed light treatments and keep him 

buffed up with some salicylic acid peels.

“He’d look decades younger!”
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suspension that would 

create a sling under 

her neck for support.”

At the very least, 

notes Beverly Hills 

plastic surgeon Dr. 

Richard Fleming, Tuck-

er, 51, could use some 

liposuction.

“If her schedule 

doesn’t allow time 

for a full face-lift,” he 

says, “she can have 

liposuction under the 

neck to reduce the 

fat and then a limited 

face-lift to remove the 

saggy skin.”
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